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Power line controversy returns

Wikileaks document claims Alberta officials considered power

export to United States in ’03

Posted -17 second ago

A Wikileaks cable that says the Albertan government intends to export its electrical energy to the United States
raised eyebrows about the needs of power line projects such as the Industrial Heartland transmission line.

The cables, reported last Tuesday, showed that provincial and American officials are looking to increase exports
of  Alberta  electricity,  meaning  the amount  of  transmission  capacity  would have to  increase first.  Citing  the
Wikileaks document, opposition parties are now saying the government has lied to Albertans about the need for
the projects.

"Why?" Strathcona MLA Dave Quest said. "Why would anybody lie about the future demand for power? Do you
want the lights on or don't you?"

"For us to be generating large amounts of excess power and exporting it from Alberta in any kind of volume is
pretty unlikely. The population growth will demand huge amounts of electricity. My question for opposition parties
would be why?"

The cable from 2003 says then-Alberta energy minister Murray Smith promised additional electricity from the
oilsands to be exported to the United States. Smith then surprised electricity users by saying Albertans would
pay the entire cost for a new transmission line between Fort McMurray and Calgary.

Additionally,  a  2009  TransCanada  document  has  also  surfaced  detailing  the  NorthernLights  Transmission
project, which would bring power from the Edmonton area through Calgary and into southeast British Columbia
before heading south into the Pacific Northwest states.

"These documents show this government's sales job on the need for these transmission lines to be a complete
fraud," Wildrose Alliance Leader Danielle Smith charged in a statement.

"If they want to have a debate about exporting electricity, let's have that debate. Instead, they've deliberately and
repeatedly deceived Albertans by trying to convince them they need to pay for these upgrades for their own
good. We need to go back to the drawing board immediately to determine Alberta's true transmission needs."

The Alberta Utility Commission (AUC) hearings did not discuss the project within the context of the Wikileaks
cables and was not willing to comment on the subject of what the documents said.

"While I have never doubted the need for additional transmission capacity, I have never been persuaded of the
need for two DC lines between Edmonton and Calgary," Conservative Party leadership candidate Ted Morton
said in a statement.

"I was  not  persuaded  as  a  private  member.  I was not  persuaded  as  a  cabinet  minister  and  I am still  not
persuaded today."

The plan to increase the province's electrical transmission capacity is well-known by Sherwood Park residents.
Epcor and AltaLink are planning to have the 500 kV Heartland Transmission Project built above ground by 2013
along the transportation utility corridor west of Sherwood Park, costing approximately $580 million. The line,
which would connect the Industrial  Heartland to power generation plants in Wabamun, would be part of the
HVDC transmission line connecting Fort McMurray to Calgary.

That line and the Heartland line past Sherwood Park are two of the four projects that were approved by the
Alberta Legislature as critical infrastructure when MLAs passed Bill 50 at the end of 2008.

Bill 50 effectively eliminated the requirement of a needs assessment, stating the power lines are required to keep
energy in the province flowing without rolling blackouts.
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